HARDWARE

An easy way to vent
T

he high performance Glazpart Link Vent range of
plastic injection moulded trickle ventilators has been
added to Carl F Groupco’s hardware catalogue. Designed
to meet the stringent requirements of today’s building
standards, the Link Vent MK 2 is available in two variants
– the 2500EQA and 5000EQA.
Drawing on over 30 years’ experience in the design and
manufacture of plastic glazing accessories for the
fenestration industry, and specialised knowledge of
ventilation products, the Glazpart Link Vent range offers a
number of key features including one of the highest
decibel ratings for non-acoustic vents. The ventilators can
also achieve higher performance and improved EQA on
smaller vents.
The 2500EQA can be installed to replace both 2000
and most 4000 vents: it is the same size as typical 2000
vents and has the optimum EQA to replace most 4000
vents. The 5000EQA can be used to replace two 4000
ventilators, meaning fewer vents to fit and rout. Supplied
with fixing clips already fitted, and without end caps,
ensures easy push fitting in seconds. Accurate, level fitting
is also achieved as clips automatically centre the vent in
the rout and for screw fixing, the fitted screw caps are
easily removed and replaced.
The LinkVent is available in a large range of solid colour
or wood grain finishes. For maximum colour flexibility,
internal and external parts can be purchased separately. ❐

www.carlfgroupco.co.uk
Carl F Groupco’s technical manager John
Mitchell (right) presents samples of colours and
finishes for the Glazpart Link Vent range of
trickle ventilators
The Residence Collection open-in doors are now
fitted with Dynamic 2D door hinges
manufactured by SFS.
Sarah Hitchings, sales and marketing director of
The Residence Collection says:“Developing The
Residence Collection has brought together the
best technical minds, with SFS playing a key role. It
was vitally important to get the door hinges right,
to reflect the quality of the Residence Collection
brand – and that’s why we partnered with SFS for
its Dynamic 2D hinges.These hinges have enabled
us to create open-in doors which combine
fantastic looks with smooth opening and closing,
and the long term assurance of robustness and
security.
“SFS worked with The Residence Collection to
develop bespoke sash plates ensuring a precise and
secure attachment to the open-in sash.” ❐
www.sfsintec.co.uk
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A wright vice

aul Wright, service director for access and security
solutions provider dormakaba who has served as an
executive council member of ADSA for four years will be
appointed as vice chairman of on May 1st. Formed in
1985, ADSA ensures that its member companies offer
premium levels of safety for pedestrian automatic doors.
Wright has over 18 years of industry experience. His
current remit at dormakaba as service director, is to
oversee the day-to-day management of the UK and
Ireland businesses. His primary responsibilities include
ensuring that dormakaba’s sustainable approach to service
growth is achieved and delivery performances continue to
meet targets.
Wright says: “My passion and dedication to both our
industry and ADSA has grown over the last four years
during my time as an executive council member. It has
been very rewarding to see the association develop every
year.”
Committed to promoting the highest standards in
automatic doors, ADSA is actively involved in the
formulation of European-wide standards. This resulted in
standard BS EN 16005 – 2012, which replaced BS 7036
in April 2013, and all members continue to be fully
committed to it and the related testing.
“I’m incredibly proud to be appointed as vice chairman.
My commitment to the industry and this association is to
ensure we remain focused in all safety and technical
aspects, whilst also driving new and exciting education
initiatives in the coming years.” ❐

P

www.dormakaba.com/gb-en
www.adsa.org.uk
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